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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

This report analyzes companies’ ongoing efforts to survive, adapt, and 
evolve in the face of the COVID-19 crisis.

It presents the experiences and insights of decision-makers and top 
executives in key industries, gathered through two qualitative studies 
Globe Business conducted between March and December 2020. 

Representatives from Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), Finance, 
Global Services Providers (GSP), Healthcare, Manufacturing, Real Estate 
and Utilities, and Retail were among those surveyed.

This paper covers: 1) the outlook for industries in 2021; 2) the outlook for 
the next three to five years; and 3) a look back at the state of industries 
in 2020.

We found that, despite the challenging year that was 2020, many 
respondents still harbor optimism about future chances of recovery, a 
feeling shared among all industries represented in the studies.

This is, in large part, fueled by accelerated digitalization and the adoption 
of new ways of working. Stakeholders have increasingly accepted that, in 
order to move forward, enterprises need to fearlessly reimagine the very 
nature of work, business systems, intelligence, and consumers.

Globe periodically conducts research to understand its customers better 
and guide them in their journey towards digitalization.

GLOBE BUSINESS RESEARCH TRACKS 
INDUSTRIES’ EVOLUTION IN RESPONSE 
TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC
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Despite 2020, many respondents harbor optimism 
about future recovery... fueled by accelerated 
digitalization and the adoption of new ways of working.
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LEARNING 
FROM 202 0 , 

READY FOR 202 1

Decision-makers weigh in 
on COVID-19’s impact and 
what the post-pandemic 
future holds for them
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0 10

From March to May 2020, at the onset of 
the pandemic and the enhanced community 
quarantine (ECQ) period, Globe conducted 
formal interviews and surveys with over 35 
decision-makers, collectively representing 
nine key industries.

The survey was conducted to help quantify 
the pandemic’s impact, understand how 
enterprises are coping, and how Globe can 
help them transition into the “new normal.” 

The majority of the survey respondents were 
IT decision-makers and C-level executives. 
(See Figure 1)

Later in 2020, from October to November, 
50 predominantly C-level decision-makers 
shared how their organizations are planning 
for 2021; and how they see the next three to 
five years, or what could be considered the 
post-pandemic period. (See Figure 2)

 Energy and Utilities
 financial Services
 GSP
 Healthcare, Pharma, 
     Life Sciences
 IT/BPO
 LSP

 Manufacturing
 Others
 Real Estate and 
     Construction
 Retail and Wholesale 
     Distribution

35+
RESPONDENTS IN Q2

35 ACCOUNTS representing 9 Key Industries, 
were interviewed last May 2020

Majority are IT DECISION-MAKERS AND CEOs

Industry-wise, majority are from RETAIL

Figure 1.
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50+
RESPONDENTS IN Q4

Majority are C-LEVEL

Industry-wise, majority are from RETAIL
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Despite a tough year, most 
enterprises in the Philippines 
have successfully adapted to 
trying circumstances.”

Despite a tough year that tested even the strongest of organizations, 
most enterprises in the Philippines have successfully adapted to 
trying circumstances.

They are evolving their priorities and redefining their industries, 
focusing on productivity and accelerated digitalization. Armed with 
lessons learned in 2020, they are cautiously but bravely moving into 
the future by reimagining their enterprises.

This transformation can be modeled 
as a three-stage process: surviving, 
adapting, and evolving.

SURVIVE

BUSINESS 
COMMUNITy

“I’m in crisis 
mode. We’ll have 

to hold off on 
new purchases.”

ROI fOCUS

“2020 is a year 
for safe bets only! 
This year we will 

only invest in 
technologies that 
will enable us to 

reduce cost.”

INNOVATION

“We also want 
ideas from our 

strategic partners 
about what the 

other side of the 
‘U’ will look like.”

OP RESILIENCy

“The next 
question from 
the CFO is: are 
we going to be 
able to hit our 

targets?”

ACCELERATION

“With accelerated 
digital 

transformation, 
we’ll be able 

to achieve 
our redefined 

business goals.”

ADAPT EVOLVE

Figure 3. THREE-STAGE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
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The year 2020 saw most businesses trying to survive the repercussions of sudden 
change. Most companies’ immediate response was to go into “crisis mode” and protect 
business continuity. For some, breaking even was too high a target; keeping the lights 
on was the most realistic goal.

The next phase was about adapting to the “new normal.” Industries focused on hitting 
revenue targets, fulfilling prior commitments to internal and external stakeholders, 
and ensuring operational resilience.

By the last quarter of the year, many have begun to evolve and accept the fact that, 
in order to recover, they need to recalibrate not just their targets but also their ways 
of working. Organizations set their sights on innovation and digital transformation.

This adoption of new ways of working and accelerated digitalization will likely continue 
into 2021, with many companies planning to increase spending on information and 
communications technology (ICT) – particularly for cloud storage apps and servers, 
data centers, cloud services, and cybersecurity.

Beyond 2021, many expect the post-pandemic business landscape to show marked 
results from the shifts that are presently underway.

Those who embrace it may yet hope to see 
recovery within reach. Between now and then, 
Globe Business remains committed to traveling the 
full journey with its customers, through every step 
of their post-2020 evolution.

The message is clear: 
thriving in 2021 and the 
post-pandemic world 
calls for drastic change.
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OPTIMISTIC 
FOR THE 
ROAD AHEAD
How companies are intelligently 
leveraging last year’s lessons
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Despite a difficult year, our industry stakeholders are 
optimistic about 2021. Accelerated digitalization, creating 
work habits suitable for the new normal, and internalizing 
valuable lessons learned in 2020 will help jumpstart recovery. 

The X-axis of Figure 4 shows how companies on the Y-axis expect to perform 
in 2021 relative to 2020, with the leftmost showing the greatest degree of 
decline, and the rightmost showing the greatest degree of growth.

Healthcare companies scaling telehealth services, digital-ready banks, and 
online food delivery services expect to grow even further in 2021.

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth
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Expand cloud kitchen

Figure 4.  2021 OUTLOOK VS 2020

Scale telehealth services

Continue growth of 
digital-ready banks

Traditional banks to invest 
more on digital

Continue growth of online 
food delivery

Digitalized Leasing

Increase BW capacity & DCs

Push E2E automation and digital marketing

Extend remote work from home, microsites (critical 
industries), & open new markets

2021 Performance Outlook

Traditional banks and local real estate developers plan to increase 
investments in digitalization, and expect to recover this 2021.

Also anticipating some amount of recovery are GSPs boosting bandwidth 
capacities and data centers; and BPOs sustaining remote work 
arrangements, setting up microsites for critical industries, and opening 
new markets. 

Retail (except for online food delivery services) and manufacturing are 
not expecting to recover immediately in 2021 but are already taking 
steps to digitalize and automate their processes.

Due to prolonged travel bans and government restrictions, global lessors 
and gaming operators anticipate even further decline in 2021. 

  <-30%    -15%    -7%    0%    +7%    +15%    >+30%
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Outlook for 2021: Restructuring organizations and scaling telehealth as the new service via 
SaaS (software as a service), supported by resilient and secured infrastructure

The Insider View: “We’re looking into strengthening our redundancy per clinic site, fully digitizing 
our medical records, and exploring social media as a first touchpoint for our teleconsultation 
services.” - VP Operations, Diagnostic Clinics

HEALTHCARE: Restructuring Ahead

2021 Performance Outlook

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

Scale telehealth services

Outlook for 2021: Improving customer-facing touchpoints, sustaining hybrid operations and 
upgrading infrastructure and security to support digital services

The Insider View: “We are expecting 15-20% growth in our digital services. We are looking into 
[having] Zoom rooms available in our branches to enable our clients to still transact in the 
comforts of our branches. We are also looking forward to 5G; it will help improve our infrastructure 
as we start becoming a paperless organization with a virtual workforce.” - CIO, Bank

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

2021 Performance Outlook

Continue growth 
of digital-ready 

banks

Traditional banks 
to invest more 

on digital

FINANCE: Road to Paperless

[We’re] retooling our people and 
enabling work-from-home setup. 
We need cybersecurity to be 
laymanized for us to understand.”

GM, Diagnostic Clinics
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Outlook for 2021: Expanding cloud kitchens, exploring geo-targeting to reopen select sites

The Insider View: “Digitalization and e-commerce will play a more important role aside from 
delivery. We’d like to explore geo-targeting as we reopen new locations. We can partner with 
you on that and tap into your database.” - CFO, Fast Casual Restaurant

“Retail [in-store] traffic will improve, but stable resumption is yet to happen until 2022. To up 
efficiencies in the stores and free up our team’s time, we’re moving to cloud solutions, pushing 
digital wallets and online payments.” – VP for Business Development, Specialty Store

RETAIL: Aggregation and Efficiencies 
through the Cloud

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

2021 Performance Outlook

Continue 
growth of 

online food 
delivery

Expand cloud 
kitchen

Outlook for 2021: Streamlining internal processes through automation, to support a leaner 
organization; digitalizing leasing, selling and utility payments

The Insider View:  “[We’re] definitely going digital and automating our operations. This will 
improve our business processes.”  - Operations Director, Leasing

REAL ESTATE AND UTILITIES: 
Leaner Organizations 

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

2021 Performance Outlook

Global lessors 
assume prolonged 
travel restrictions

Local developers 
to further push 

digitized leasing, 
selling, & payments

Our telco spending will definitely increase next 
year, and we’re foreseeing bigger spending 
on cybersecurity since a lot of our operations 
will be migrated to the cloud.”

IT Manager, Real Estate
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Outlook for 2021: Increasing bandwidth capacity and data centers to support content delivery 
networks (CDN)

The Insider View: “Increased spend for bandwidth capacity and data centers, as emerging over 
the top (OTTS) and CDNs are both bandwidth-hungry and requires huge data center space.” 
- Country Managing Director, Telco

GLOBAL SERVICE PROVIDERS: 
More Bandwidth Needed

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

2021 Performance Outlook

Increase BW 
capacity & DCs

“New opportunities in cloud computing, 
cybersecurity, and smart cities creating 
growth in major industries served as 
enablers during COVID-19 (online payments 
and videoconferencing).”

Country Director, Telco

MANUFACTURING: Centralized Processes

Outlook for 2021: Companies recognize need for value source transactions in both consumer-
facing fronts and E2E supply chain

The Insider View: “Exports are doing [well]. We will sustain this by ensuring we have enough 
stock. We plan to centralize our processes from warehousing, stock, and inventory down to 
delivery. The challenge is how to fit my budget with what needs to be prioritized.” - IT Head, 
Non-Food Manufacturing

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

2021 Performance Outlook

Push E2E automation and 
digital marketing
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BPOs: Rise in Work-from-Home 

Outlook for 2021: Preparing for extended remote work-from-home and microsites, particularly 
for BPOs involved with critical industries like healthcare and finance

The Insider View: “We ensured that agents were equipped with tools for work-from-home. 
We’re also making investments to put up more microsites for those who require a better work 
environment… deployment of more data security measures and noise cancelling software to 
address work environment challenges.” - VP for Finance, BPO

further Decline No Recovery Recovery Growth

Extend remote work from home, 
microsites (critical industries), 

& open new markets

2021 Performance Outlook
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DIGITALIZ ATION 
ESSENTIAL TO 

RECOVERY

Industries will spend more 
on ICT in 2021 to accelerate 

their digital journeys
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Most respondents believe that recovery will depend 
heavily on their respective company’s success at 
digitalization. It is no surprise, then, that many are 
allocating bigger budgets for ICT in 2021.

Cloud storage and data top the list of things companies plan to 
spend on, with most respondents saying they will be spending more 
on these technologies in 2021 than they did in 2020.

Spending on cybersecurity will also rise in anticipation of bigger shifts 
to cloud in 2021. This may also reflect a growing acknowledgment 
among industries of the risks associated with heavy reliance on the 
cloud and other digital services.

Cybersecurity and data center 
(as a failover) costs will increase 
by 30% to 40%.”

IT Head, Health Insurance

Those who expect zero growth or further declines in revenues in 2021, such as some in the real 
estate and utilities industry, plan to reallocate some of their mobile spending to IT applications, 
cybersecurity, and tools for process automation. 

Because about half of their workforce are still working remotely as of Q4 of 2020, companies 
are projecting an increase of about 30% in ICT spending to keep employees safe and productive.

REAL ESTATE AND UTILITIES: 
Conserving Strength 

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

Conservatives who 
predict  flat or declining 

revenue in 2021 are 
decreasing mobile 
spending next year. 

“Focusing budget on 
IT applications while 

reducing spend on mobile 
devices.”

Ops Director, Leasing

50% 
on 
remote 
work as 
of Q4 
2020

“Our telco spending will definitely 
increase next year and we’re foreseeing 

bigger spending on Cybersecurity since a 
lot of our operations will be migrated 

to Cloud.”
IT Director, Real Estate

“We’re planning to invest 
in process automation 
to help us adapt. We’re 

seeing about >+30% 
increase in telco spending 

for work from home 
products, wireline, cloud, 

digital forms, cashless 
disbursements and 

e-commerce solutions.”
CTIO, Real Estate

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment
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GSPs and BPOs: Spending for Security 
and Bandwidth

“Increased spend for 
bandwidth capacity 
and Data Centers as 

emerging OTTS/CDNs are 
both bandwidth-hungry 

& requires huge data 
storage.”

Country Managing Director, 
Telco

“Shifting to add more spending on 
Virtual desktop solution for WFH and 

Cybersecurity. No change on data core, 
co-locations, and software platforms.” 

CTO, Telco

GSP
Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber

Cloud 
Storage Apps 

& Server
Data

Digital App, 
forms, 

Payment

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

Early adopters of remote will continue to invest on VDI 
and accelerate connectivity: “We’re ready to extend the 
WFH setup for as long as needed so we need to boost 

our knowledge, boost our infrastructure.”
Telco Director, BPO

While laggards have transitioned to consideration stage:  
“We’re seeing that deploying VDI is really the way to go, 

but we’re cautious about it being very expensive and 
impulsive.”

President, BPO

BPO

58% 
on 
remote 
work as 
of Q4 
2020

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment

Industries that require more secure data storage and high bandwidths 
for power-heavy processes, such as GSPs, are increasing their budgets 
for data centers, cloud storage, and cybersecurity.

In addition, GSPs also plan to increase investments in virtual desktop 
infrastructure (VDI) and keep budgets for software platforms, data 
core, and co-locations at the same level as last year’s.

Those who were already significantly investing in ICT plan to sustain 
their efforts. Among BPOs, early adopters of remote work will 
maintain investments on VDI and connectivity. Laggards in the 
industry are also beginning to consider using VDI despite the perceived 
high costs. As of the last quarter of 2020, 58% of respondents’ 
workforce still work from home.

DIGITALIzATION ESSENTIAL TO RECOVERySTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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RETAIL: Surge in Demand

Players in the retail industry want to help customers reach them faster, to prepare for the 
inevitable surge in demand for deliveries, and to ease and simplify online transactions. To 
do this, they plan to spend more on cloud solutions, bigger data bandwidth, and automation 
through chatbots or other click-and-collect solutions. About 20-30% of respondents’ 
employees work remotely.

20–30%
on 
remote 
work as 
of Q4 
2020

“Right now, customers 
can only reach us through 
hotline numbers. We see 

the need for cloud call 
centers.”

GM, Specialty Store

“We are trying to increase store 
bandwidth to accommodate more 

deliveries.” 
Digital Marketing and Delivery Director, 

Fast Casual Restaurant

“I want solutions on click and collect. 
We’ll explore chatbot for our social 

media, and even the websites.” 
VP for Business Development, Specialty Store

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

HEALTHCARE: Improving Systems

The healthcare industry is prioritizing the improvement of systems in clinics, automating and 
integrating processes with partners, helping customers more easily access their services, and 
enhancing the digital skills of doctors and others in their workforce.

They plan to accomplish this by spending more on cloud (storage apps and servers, work- 
from-home products); cybersecurity; data; digital app, forms, and payments. As of Q4 2020, 
the percentage of the healthcare industry workforce doing remote work is as follows: 
retail 0-10%, manufacturing 75-90%, Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) 60-75%, and 
hospitals and clinics 20%.

On 
remote 
work as 
of Q4 
2020:

Retail 

0-10%
Manu 
75-90%
HMO 
60-75%
Hospitals/ 
Clinics 
20%

“For improvement 
of system for clinics, 

process automation and 
integration, and customer 

access to service, we’ll 
have 1-2 Mobile Clinic 
Buses and integration 

with Pharmacies.”
CIO, Insurance

“We are retooling 
our people and enabling 

WFH setup.”
GM, Diagnostic Clinics

“Telehealth will be hand-in-hand with 
in-person services; and pivoting the 
mindset and digital skills of doctors. 
Security is something we should not 

compromise in the budget.” 
VP for Shared Services, Hospitals

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

Telehealth will be hand-in-hand with in-person 
services, and pivoting the mindset and digital 
skills of doctors. Security is something we 
should not compromise in the budget.”

VP for Shared Services, Hospitals

DIGITALIzATION ESSENTIAL TO RECOVERySTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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BANKS: Push to Digitalize

For 2021, the industry needs improved connectivity, higher bandwidth, and work-from-home 
productivity and monitoring tools to support their accelerated push to digitalize. Banks 
implemented rotating work arrangements, where employees do a combination of reporting 
to the office and working remotely. To sustain and strengthen this digitalization, they are 
increasing budgets for the cloud (storage apps and servers, work-from-home products), data, 
and digital apps, forms, and payments. 

Rotating
remote 
work 
setup 
as of Q4 
2020

“We’re still sticking with 
Virtual Private Cloud. 

Cybersecurity and Data 
Center (as a failover) 
costs will increase by 

30% to 40%.”
IT Head, Insurance

“With a lot of digital roll-
outs coming into play, we’ll 
need better connectivity 
& higher bandwidth for 
or our workforce and 

the branches where we’ll 
upgrade our systems. 

Tools for monitoring & 
managing  our network 

& workforce productivity 
will help.”
CIO, Bank

“Most of our efforts will be on our digital 
channels while also expanding our 

branch footprint in the provincial areas.”
Digital Marketing Head, Bank

“5G is something that we are looking 
forward to. It will help how we improve 

our infra as we start becoming a 
paperless organization with a workforce 

that is present virtually.”
CIO, Bank

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

MANUFACTURING: 
Streamline and Enhance

“Centralizing our 
processes from 

warehousing, inventory 
down to our delivery.” 

IT Head, Non-Food 
Manufacturing

“Our priority is a high 
reliability on connectivity 
to replicate our existing 

cloud infrastructure.”
Food Manufacturing

Mobile Cloud – WfHData Center Cyber
Cloud 

Storage Apps 
& Server

Data
Digital App, 

forms, 
Payment

+ vs 2020 No change - vs 2020

The manufacturing industry intends to focus on streamlining processes and enhancing 
connectivity. Spending will thus increase for cloud (storage apps and servers) and data.

Our priority is a high reliability 
on connectivity to replicate our 
existing cloud infrastructure.”

IT Head, Food Manufacturing

DIGITALIzATION ESSENTIAL TO RECOVERySTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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MAPPING OUT 
THE NEXT 
THREE YEARS

In the post-pandemic 
business landscape, less is 
more (except for digital)

MAPPING OUT THE NExT THREE yEARSSTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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In the next three to five years, industries predict a rise in digital investments, enabling 
better connectivity and smoother transactions between stakeholders without 
physical constraints. The increased demand for online services will be a boon for 
companies that are equipped to handle it.

In contrast, industries expect to be stricter with capital expenditures, delaying big 
capital spends to 2023, when some expect a return to normalcy. The goal is to be 
more agile by spending less on equipment, facilities, and other fixed assets.

Organizations also expect to be leaner and more cost-efficient. The bulk of their 
workforce will likely still work remotely. With the continued absence of physical 
constraints to work, openings to exploit markets outside of the Philippines may open 
up for companies that are prepared to grab these opportunities. 

The shifts that began abruptly in 2020, which will accelerate further 
in 2021, are also expected to continue for three to five more years.

INCREASED DIGITAL INVESTMENTS
“The goal is to have a more robust platform 

connecting customers. Location becomes 
irrelevant and workflows and controls will happen 

remotely and independently.”
CIO, Bank

“We will not spend on stores, but will heavily 
shift to e-commerce.”

 GM, Specialty Store

REDUCED CAPEx INVESTMENTS
“We expect a return to normalcy by 2023. 

In the meantime, big CAPEX decisions will be 
tightly controlled.”

 CEO, Real Estate

“Less CAPEX on fixed assets, no facilities and 
clinics. We’ll be agile in contracts with employees 

and vendors – prioritizing cash, and pushing for 
online engagements for clinic services.”

 GM, Diagnostic Clinics

LEANER ORG “We will become a nimbler, simpler organization.”
 CEO, Construction

“In the foreseeable future, labor arbitrage 
will again become a primary consideration, 

as companies continue to look for ways 
to save costs.”
 President, BPO

ExTENDED REMOTE WORK
“Whatever we are doing right now, 

we will extend to past 2021: boost knowledge, 
boost infrastructure.  We are ready to extend 

remote work setup for as long as needed.”
 Telco Director, BPO

“We will push more services outside the 
Philippines and continue working remotely, 

increasing organization resiliency and 
accelerating Digital Transformation.”

 CIO, Bank

Figure 5. INDUSTRIES’ 3-5 YEAR OUTLOOK

Industries’ 3-5 year outlook 
focused on digitalization, 

stricter CAPEX, leaner and 
remote operations

MAPPING OUT THE NExT THREE yEARSSTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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CONCLUSION

Ways of working must keep up with the new normal. Businesses need 
to tap technology that allows for more dynamic teams unhampered 
by mobility constraints and cybersecurity and connectivity issues. As 
the business landscape evolves, new types of work will also emerge. 
Companies must prepare employees for this by reskilling them.

Business systems must take advantage of automation and end-to-
end digital integration. Companies should also leverage intelligence 
and analytics in order to make the most of these operational 
improvements. This will allow for a deeper understanding of consumers, 
better business forecasts, and overall wiser decisions. Going digital will 
also enable industries to engage with customers through many different 
channels, do contactless transactions, and offer a more personalized 
e-commerce experience.

The future of enterprise requires reimagining work, business systems, 
intelligence, and consumers. Companies are already jumpstarting their 
recovery by accelerating digitalization and scaling new ways of working. 
These efforts will pave the way for reimagining enterprises to better 
cope with the future status quo.

To be ready for a future reshaped by the global pandemic, industries must 
embrace change. For those prepared to transform their organizations 
and redefine their industries, Globe Business can help guide you through 
every step of your digital journey.

A FUTURE RESHAPED BY CRISIS 
AND IMAGINATION

CONCLUSIONSTATE OF INDUSTRIES AND ICT OUTLOOK 2021
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APPENDIX A

Digital adopters and 
essential sectors 
weather the crisis

20 2 0 : 
THE Y EAR 

IN REVIEW
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In the previous sections, we revealed how our respondents 
perceived future prospects based on the lessons they 
learned in 2020. To better gauge the impact on their 
enterprises, we asked respondents to assess their 
performance in 2020, benchmarked against the year prior.

Although some industries were better-equipped than others at 
weathering the crisis, industry-specific conditions and constraints 
significantly affected revenues.

Differentiated by industries served

Shifted to teleconsult

The X-axis of the graph shows how companies on the Y-axis 
performed in 2020 relative to 2019, with the leftmost showing the 
greatest degree of decline, and the rightmost showing the greatest 
degree of improvement.

Retail companies experienced losses of as much as 50% versus last 
year. Those that were slow to digitalize did not do as well, but those 
that rapidly implemented contactless transactions, regardless of 
what their products are, did slightly better.

Notable outliers that posted remarkable growth in 2020 were 
born-digital companies, such as food delivery apps. These outliers 
were uniquely poised from the beginning to thrive in a mobility-
restricted world. 

2020 Performance Outlook

More digital banks

Paused builds

Rapidly went 
contactless

2
0

2
0

vs
 2

01
9

Highly manual

Slow to go 
digital

Global 
property 

consultancy

Serves travel & 
leisure industries

Figure 6.  2020 VS 2019 STATE OF THE INDUSTRIES

Traditional

Essentials: hospital tools, food

Repurposed 
commercial spaces
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We ensured that agents were 
equipped with tools for work-
from-home. We’re also making 
investments to put up more 
microsites for those who require a 
better work environment.  Despite 
the performance decline earlier 
this year, we’re seeing a good 
uptake this Q4 as the demand for 
BPO services increases towards 
the holiday season.”

VP for Finance, BPO

In the BPO and global services provider (GSP) industries, 
organizations that served travel and leisure companies suffered 
because of restrictions on travel and non-essential activities. Those 
serving other industries had mixed performance, differentiated 
mainly by the performance of their customers. For BPOs 
enabling remote work mitigated losses and companies serving the 
food and beverage industry, they expected to break even by the end 
of 2020, buoyed by holiday spending.

The real estate and utilities industry had the most dispersed 
spectrum of outlook, with performance varying widely from 
company to company. Significant losses were incurred by global 
property consultants, as well as real estate developers that had 
to pause construction projects for the year. Other companies were 
able to offset losses by repurposing commercial spaces as corporate 
spaces. Businesses whose 2019 sales pipelines materialized in 2020 
also performed fairly well.

Surprisingly, a lot of our investors 
pursued their contracts with us. 
Our digital readiness allowed 
us to quickly adapt to the 
situation especially in dealing 
with our customers.”

IT Director, Real Estate
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High demand and the rapid adoption of telehealth spurred growth 
in the healthcare industry, with respondents reporting >30% 
improvement compared to 2019. Those that did well were hospitals 
and clinics who quickly adopted teleconsultations.

Among financial institutions, those that began their digital 
transformation prior to the pandemic did significantly better than 
their more traditional counterparts, such as those more reliant on 
manual processes. This held true regardless of the organization’s size. 
The more traditional institutions, however, are also already working 
hard to accelerate their digitalization during the last quarter of 2020.

Manufacturers faced significant setbacks in 2020, due to 
COVID-related disruptions in supply chains and distribution 
channels. However, as expected, producers of essentials such as food 
performed better than others in the industry. The pandemic also 
redefined “essential” to include medical supplies. 

As of Q4 2020, many manufacturing companies are already trying 
to replicate global best practices in building robust and secure 
infrastructure to improve their business systems.

We are doing well this year, especially in the 
corporate segment, strengthened by our new 
services such as health audit, and telemedicine 
services, which were just created in the past 
6 months.”

GM, Diagnostic Clinics

Our plans definitely shifted when the 
pandemic hit. Our organization is not a fan 
of remote work, but we had to adjust. As this 
becomes part of the new normal, demand 
for better and [more] resilient networks 
will be higher than usual. We increased 
our efforts and aggressiveness in building 
our digital platforms, regardless if our end 
consumers are ready for it or not.”

CIO, Bank
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Adjusting to controlled 
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digitalization, and 
minimizing shocks
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We found that companies’ survival and adaptation 
phases centered on three major themes:

• adjusting to mobility restrictions;
• accelerating their digitalization; and
• putting measures into place to minimize the 

impact of shocks.

Controlled mobility prompted a variety of responses 
across industries, including the scaling down of 
operations, increased spending on ICT to enable 
remote work setups for employees, and rolling out 
contactless transactions in observance of infection 
prevention and control protocols.

Although this sudden digitalization allowed 
companies to sustain their operations, it also exposed 
them to latency and connectivity issues in some 
areas, as well as to potential cyberthreats.

To minimize shock, companies put cost-cutting 
measures in place and did what they can to reduce 
operating expenses and capital expenditure.

At the onset of the pandemic, we 
asked decision-makers how they were 
managing the transition during the  
enhanced community quarantine (ECQ) 
phase, where they have had successes 
and difficulties, and what their plans for 
post-ECQ operations are.
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BANKING: Long Road Ahead
Banks were compelled to go digital, but needed to ensure that employees’ connections 
were secure through VPN, for instance. To minimize shock, they hyper-focused on client 
segments that were most likely to drive the growth of their digital channels.

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

We are exploring windows virtual desktop (VDI) since 
some employees either left their laptops in the office 
or were not able to enable VPN.”

SVP IT Head, Bank

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

There’s still a lot of paperwork especially in our PH 
office so there’s an urgency to digitize what we could.”

CIO, Bank

MINIMIzING SHOCK

We are already identifying key client segments to 
grow and put more effort in terms of marketing as 
we’ve seen how it attributed to the growth of our 
digital channels.”

VP IT Head, Bank
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BPOs: Leaning on 
the Cloud
In response to controlled mobility, the business process 
outsourcing (BPO) industry increased their spending on 
connectivity to enable agents to work from home. They relied 
heavily on mobile WiFi and cloud-based virtual desktops to 
successfully transition into a remote work setup, with plans 
to sustain this beyond quarantine period and as part of their 
standard operations in the future.

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

Our connectivity expense increased by 5x during 
ECQ as we equipped WFH agents.”

IT Manager, BPO 

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

WFH to continue for next 12-18 months, Cloud/AWS 
has been key enabler to successful transition.”

Project Owner, BPO

MINIMIzING SHOCK

We’re looking into how to make work from home 
arrangements sustainable [even beyond ECQ] so 
that we can keep our agents safe and productive at 
the same time.”

IT Head, BPO
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HEALTHCARE: Digitalizing 
for Increased Demand
Clinics quickly shifted to teleconsultations powered by cloud solutions and 
existing mobile plans. They needed secure, cloud-based applications in order to 
safely access data remotely. Similar to food delivery businesses that had to ramp 
up operations, pharmaceutical companies have had to fast-track production to 
keep up with an increased demand for over-the-counter medicines. 

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

We have implemented teleconsultation by 
migrating our contact center to the cloud in just one 
month, and by using current mobile device & plans 
of our doctors.”

President, Diagnostic Clinics

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

We need cloud-based applications to remotely 
access data – we use GSheets right now for lab data, 
(Laboratory Information System).”

IT Manager, Diagnostic Clinics

MINIMIzING SHOCK

We have pulled in Q4 production timeline into Q2 
to keep up with the demand; increasing to three 
shifts everyday.”

Property Services Head, Pharmaceuticals
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MANUFACTURING: 
Workforce Disruptions
Some companies in manufacturing lost 
traditional distribution channels and had 
to come up with new ways to sustain their 
operations. Creating virtual showrooms and 
apps were seen as effective revenue-boosting 
measures. To minimize shock, some had to 
reduce workforce costs and ask remaining 
employees to take on additional tasks.

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

Many of our big customers closed, so we had to create 
and equip a new retail team to sell our products 
through community resellers in barangays.”

Chairman, Food Manufacturing

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

We have to create virtual showrooms because of 
lower foot traffic, and improve our mobile app to 
grow our repairs and servicing revenues.”

President, Automotive

MINIMIzING SHOCK

We had to cut cost on manpower and the ones left 
will be double hatting for now which we see in the 
next 6 months.”

President, Food Manufacturing
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REAL ESTATE: 
Digitalize to Survive
Organizations whose employees worked using desktops  
were ill-equipped for the sudden need to do remote work. 
Similar to manufacturing, real estate players are looking 
to digitalize – through virtual showrooms and property 
management apps – in order to survive and adapt. 

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

We had little preparation in equipping our 
employees to work from home since most of them 
are using desktops.”

IT Group, Real Estate

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

We want to launch a Property Management App 
that handles utility payments and other requests of 
tenants, even have virtual showrooms.” 

IT Head, Real Estate

MINIMIzING SHOCK

Our current internal systems are Amazon, Azure and 
we need good connection with these cloud providers 
that can provide better latency.”

CIO, Real Estate
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RETAIL: Shift to e-Commerce
Retail was severely impacted by the pandemic. The closure of shopping malls meant 
retailers had to shift to e-commerce, and those who could stay open required 
contactless solutions in-store. Retail companies also had to cope with the surge in 
demand for delivery services.

CONTROLLED MOBILITy

I need to COVID-proof my stores. I need to roll out 
contactless solutions in-store.”

Marketing Director, Fast Casual Restaurant

ACCELERATED DIGITALIzATION

We lack expertise in use of digital tools and we need 
help to build an end-to-end solution for e-commerce 
deployment. I need to expand my channels to reach 
all my customers.”

Business Head, Ecommerce, Specialty Store Retail

MINIMIzING SHOCK

I need more riders since aggregators are not 
enough. I also need to improve my drive-thru and 
connect that process to the kitchen.”

Director for Channels, Fast Food Restaurant
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